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Range of Real Estate App Development Services

Leading Software Developer Octal IT

Solution Announces the Range of Real

Estate App Development Services and

Software Solutions for  Modern

Businesses.

UAE, May 20, 2024 /EINPresswire.com/

-- Octal IT Solution is excited to

announce that it is broadening its

horizons by introducing a wide range

of Real Estate app development

services. These services are designed

to revolutionize the real estate sector

and transform how people buy, sell, or

rent properties, significantly boosting the efficiency and effectiveness of the overall process. 

With the arrival of new services, Octal IT Solution is ready to cover multiple subdomains in the

Our new suite of real estate

mobile app and software

development services aims

to provide real estate

businesses with the modern

resources needed to make

better decisions and achieve

desired goals.”

Arun Goyal

real estate industry, from construction to proptech

startups, real estate professionals, and more. Their team of

experts is dedicated to providing the best results and

understands each client's unique ideas and risk appetites.

This personalized approach ensures clients feel valued in

their real estate app development journey.

In the past few years, the real estate sector has changed

remarkably due to major technological advancements and

changing user demands. To overcome these challenges

and seize better opportunities, businesses require agile

and adaptable solutions. Recognizing this demand, Octal IT

Solution has developed a suite of real estate software solutions and app development services

designed to elevate businesses with the latest technology, market trends, and insights needed to

succeed in the modern marketplace.

http://www.einpresswire.com


Top Real-Estate App and Software Development

Services From Octal

Benefits with Octal for Real-Estate App Development

Hire Expert Developers in 5 Simple Steps

Mr. Arun Goyal, CEO of Octal IT

Solution, quotes, “Our new suite of

services aims to provide real estate

businesses with the modern resources

that are needed to make better

decisions and achieve desired goals.” 

Multifaceted Real- Estate Development

Services offered by Octal IT Solution

Custom Real Estate Software

Development 

Being one of the top real estate

software development companies,

Octal introduces us to a most in-

demand service related to the platform

that offers custom real estate software

development. This service allows

businesses to get the best and most

personalized experience per their

software requirements. Their service

simplifies multiple factors, such as

listing management, lease

administration, maintenance tracking,

tenant screening, financial reporting

processes, etc. This solution enhances

businesses' operational efficiency. 

Mobile App Development for Real

Estate 

Octal's mobile app development

service for real estate helps businesses

get a solution specially crafted to fulfill

individual users' needs. Their service

comprises searching for properties,

scheduling viewings, communicating

with agents, and making informed

decisions. In addition, the mobile app

experts at Octal are very cooperative and can also help add and develop custom features. 

Real Estate App UI/UX Design 

https://www.octalsoftware.com/blog/top-real-estate-software-development-companies
https://www.octalsoftware.com/blog/top-real-estate-software-development-companies


The expert UI/UX design team at Octal also focuses on captivating designs of projects for

businesses. Thus making your app stand out in the competitive market. Their designers stay

updated and know the new trends and technology that help the experts enhance the overall

design process. 

Real Estate App API Integrations

The Octal team follows a comprehensive approach to feature and API integration services. This

service is carried out by leveraging the latest technologies, which help businesses gain a top

position in the competitive market by providing the necessary functionality and extended

features.

Real Estate Listing Presentation Builder Service

Octal IT Solution’s Listing Presentation Builder Service empowers businesses to create

compelling and visually stunning property listings. With customizable templates and dynamic

content creation tools, businesses can showcase properties effectively and captivate potential

buyers or tenants.

real Estate App Support & Maintenance 

Support and maintenance are challenging and important parts of post-development. Thus, the

team also comprises real estate app support and maintenance services. The team of experts at

Octal, with proactive monitoring, regular updates, and responsive support, keeps the app

running smoothly, addressing any issue and ensuring it remains up-to-date per the latest

technological advancements and industry standards. 

Real Estate App Development Consulting 

To ease any client queries related to real estate app development, Octal also provides consulting

services that allow businesses to consult experts, convey all the real estate app development-

related requirements, resolve all the queries, and get a world-class digital solution that meets

startups' and businesses' expectations. 

Octal Redefines Real Estate Platforms with Innovative Solutions

Virtual Co-Investing Platform

Octal IT Solution provides a virtual co-investing platform that leverages the latest technology's

power to simplify real estate investment processes. This platform development also provides

smooth collaboration and investment decision-making, enabling businesses to capitalize on the

best opportunities confidently and easily. 

AI-powered Valuation Model

AI is the most effective and latest technology that every sector uses in enhancement, so Octal IT

Solution didn’t miss the opportunity provided by AI in real estate; they included an AI-powered

valuation model that enhances property valuation and results in unparalleled accuracy and

insights for businesses. Leveraging machine learning algorithms, this innovative tool provides



real-time valuations based on comprehensive data analysis, empowering businesses to make

informed decisions. 

3-D Floor Plan Creator 

With the introduction of its 3D Floor Plan Creator, Octal IT Solution sets a new standard for

property visualization. This tool allows businesses to transform traditional floor plans into

immersive 3D representations by making custom changes and enhancing the presentation of

properties to clients.

Augmented Reality Property Visualizer

Octal IT Solution introduces an Augmented Reality Property Visualizer as a service that allows

businesses to provide immersive property experiences to clients. With the use of augmented

reality technology, clients can do virtual tours of the property, visualize renovations, and explore

potential layouts, which helps the client make better decisions and enhances engagement. 

On-Site Incident Reporting App

In the real estate industry, on-site incidents are frequent and must be handled carefully. Thus, to

overcome this challenge, Octal IT Solution Real Estate App Development Services also provides

an on-site incident reporting app to address the need for efficient property management. 

This mobile application enables on-site staff to report real-time incidents, facilitating swift

resolution and ensuring proactive property maintenance and safety measures.

Mr. Ritesh Yadav, CTO, Octal IT Solution- 

At Octal, we are committed to delivering personalized attention, strategic advice, and creative

solutions that exceed expectations and deliver measurable value to your real estate business.

Octal Leveraging Advanced Technologies for Next-Gen Real Estate App Development

In this real estate website development services launch by Octal IT Solution, the company

leverages the power of advanced technologies to develop resilient real estate apps and

solutions. Integrating various trending tech in the solution allows them to provide the best user

experience and better processes for businesses. Have a look at the technologies used by the

Octal team and how they can benefit all-sized firms in the market.

Blockchain 

Octal uses blockchain technology, which helps businesses facilitate smooth real estate

transactions by providing transparency, security, and efficiency. Smart contracts can automate

processes like property transfers, rental agreements, and escrow services, reducing the need for

intermediaries and minimizing fraud.

AI & ML 

The expert team of Octal integrates AI and ML into the features to enhance various real estate

https://www.octalsoftware.com/blog/real-estate-web-portal-development


purposes, such as property valuation, predictive analytics for market trends, personalized

property recommendations for clients, and automated customer service through chatbots.

These technologies can simplify operations, improve decision-making, and enhance the overall

customer experience.

AR & VR 

AR and VR are among the most attractive technologies in the market. These technologies offer

immersive experiences that can revolutionize property showcasing and virtual tours. Potential

buyers can explore properties remotely, visualize renovations or interior design changes, and

even experience properties still under development. This can significantly reduce the need for

physical visits and accelerate the decision-making process.

Metaverse Integration

Octal is using metaverse in its real estate services, which can provide a unique virtual

environment where users can interact with real estate properties, attend virtual open houses,

and engage in social activities related to property buying and selling. This can create new

opportunities for marketing, networking, and community building within the real estate

industry.

IoT (Internet of Things) and Data Analytics

IoT devices installed in properties can gather real-time data on various parameters such as

energy consumption, security, and environmental conditions. Data analytics can then extract

valuable insights from this data, enabling proactive maintenance, energy efficiency optimization,

and personalized services for property occupants. This can lead to cost savings, enhanced

comfort, and increased property value. Thus, the Octal team is focusing on the usage of IoT in

the development processes. 

As Octal IT Solution embarks on this new chapter, the company remains loyal to helping

businesses grow with technology-driven solutions that move them toward excellence. 

About Octal IT Solution LLP

Octal IT Solution LLP is a well-known real estate app development company that provides

multiple services to diverse industrial verticals. The company has a team of professionals well-

versed in the latest technology and trends to provide the best solution to individual clients. In

addition, they also work on custom design projects for various domains, from real estate to

healthcare to food and many more.
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